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Abstract

Phase sensitive analysis of femtosecond pulse propagation in optical fibers employing frequency resolved optical

gating (FROG) is presented and compared to numerical simulations employing a modified cubic nonlinear Schr€oodinger

equation (NLSE). Phase information obtained from deconvolution of the experimental traces allows the observation

and characterization of specific pulse propagation features as a function of energy and distance. The experimental

observation of the phase signature of a soliton during propagation and the phase properties of the soliton self-frequency

shift are described and are found to be in remarkable agreement with the simulations. � 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All

rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Recent progress in telecommunications systems
has led to increasing development and use of ul-
trafast technologies [1]. Understanding the evolu-
tion of pulses on the femtosecond scale is a
challenging task, since dispersive effects and non-
linearities become dominant factors. At the onset
of the nonlinear pulse propagation regime, which
occurs generally on the picosecond timescale, a
balance between chromatic dispersion and non-

linear effects (in the anomalous dispersion regime)
leads to the formation of optical solitons. These
are of particular appeal due to their potential ap-
plications in telecommunications [2]. When pulse-
widths are decreased to the femtosecond regime
and input pulse powers are increased, however,
higher order dispersion and nonlinearity compli-
cate the dynamics of ultrashort pulse propagation.
Chirp on the initial pulse, furthermore, affects
these dynamics and the balance between linear and
nonlinear effects becomes affected by a multitude
of competing phenomena. Access to the temporal
and spectral phase information of propagating
femtosecond pulses, in addition to their spectral
and temporal features, provides an effective mean
to probe these nonlinear processes. Understanding
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the latter would clarify various issues such as the
delivery of ultrashort pulses through fibers for
medical applications and imaging [3], supercon-
tinuum recompression and control from highly
nonlinear photonic crystal fibers [4,5], and coher-
ent control in optical fibers [6], as well as the de-
sign and implementation of the next generation of
telecommunications systems. An increasing inter-
est in the measurement of the electric field con-
tained within the propagating optical pulse
envelope by using various phase sensitive detection
techniques [7–9] has developed recently. Detailed
analysis of the dynamics of pulse propagation has
also been performed with the help of these tech-
niques [2,7].

In the present work, we extend this approach to
address longer lengths of fiber and higher input
pulse powers with particular attention to the phase
features and dynamics of the pulses during prop-
agation. Experimental results illustrating the
propagation of a fundamental soliton throughout a
�100 m optical fiber are presented. We add to these
results, for the first time to our knowledge, the
experimentally observed temporal phase features
of the pulses during soliton propagation, that is
shown to be consistently flat across the pulse in
different positions along the fiber link. Analysis of
the pulse phase features for increasing power val-
ues is also performed. In this regime, the pulse is
subject to the well known self-frequency shift.
Through phase sensitive techniques, the nature and
evolution of the electric field’s temporal phase is
experimentally analyzed for the first time revealing
that only under certain propagation conditions the
self-shifted pulse actually assumes the features of a
soliton, undergoing amplitude and temporal oscil-
lations reminiscent of chirped pulse propagation
[10]. The experimental results are compared with
modeling using a modified nonlinear Schr€oodinger
code, obtaining excellent agreement and validation
of the numerical approach employed.

2. Experimental results

Phase-sensitive detection is obtained by using a
single-shot frequency resolved optical gating
(FROG) arrangement [11] previously described for

studies of femtosecond pulse propagation in the
near-infrared. With this arrangement, we previ-
ously reported on the phase dynamics of soliton
formation in a 10 m link of conventional single-
mode fiber, detecting features such as the charac-
teristic oscillations that occur as a chirped pulse
evolves into a soliton [2].

The experimental approach is briefly outlined as
follows: pulses having duration s � 170 fs gener-
ated by an optical parametric oscillator tuned to
k ¼ 1:55 lm (E ¼ 3:5 nJ at 80 MHz) are attenu-
ated and coupled into a link of single-mode optical
fiber (Corning SMF-28). These pulses exhibit a
slight linear chirp. The output from the fiber is sent
to a single-shot SHG-FROG arrangement. Pulse
propagation through the fiber can be examined
and followed with the cutback method. The pulse
energies are carefully varied before being launched
into a fixed-length segment of fiber and FROG
traces are correspondingly detected. The fiber is
then cut and the process repeated allowing both
fixed-length energy-dependent measurements as
well as propagation studies at fixed pulse energies.
A particularly illuminating case to illustrate phase-
sensitive analysis is obtained by observing the
pulse propagation in the soliton regime (Fig. 1).
Under analogous experimental conditions, previ-
ous measurements [2] have indicated a range of
input pulse energies of 270 � 10 pJ for the onset of
soliton formation. The pulses that are sent through
the 90 m fiber link have an energy of 280 pJ, and
FROG traces are taken for different fiber lengths
to follow pulse propagation. After deconvolution
of the traces it can be noted that the phase is
noticeably flat across the pulse during propagation
indicating temporal phase coherence, which is
a signature of a soliton traveling through the
fiber.

As the input pulse power is increased, oscilla-
tions in the pulsewidth appear, consistent with
those observed at lower powers corresponding to
chirped pulse dynamics leading to soliton forma-
tion [2]. Analogous oscillations occur in the
pulsewidth as the Raman-induced self-frequency
shift causes the carrier wavelength to vary as it
travels through the optical fiber. Modeling fem-
tosecond pulse propagation becomes a harder task
that has to account for the concurrent effects of
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shifting, and temporal and amplitude variations.
As femtosecond pulses propagate in a fiber, pho-
non modes of amorphous silica are excited locally
and instantaneously, mediating the transfer of
energy from the higher to the lower frequency
components of the pulse and influencing the Ra-
man line shape. Under these conditions, modeling
the propagation becomes more complex [12].
Along these lines, the time delayed Raman re-
sponse becomes important. Therefore, to compare
the numerical simulation to the experimental data,
we have included higher order corrections in
the nonlinear Schr€oodinger equation. Besides
modeling the temporal evolution of the pulse, the
time-dependent phase behavior of the electric
field is also calculated and compared to ex-
perimental data obtained by reconstruction of
the FROG traces. The self-frequency shift of the
pulse is also included in the calculations and
compared to the experimentally observed Raman
shift.

The model used to describe the pulse propaga-
tion is based on the commonly employed lossless
nonlinear Schr€oodinger equation (NLSE) oA=oZ þ
i=2b2o

2A=oT 2 ¼ icjAj2A. In the femtosecond re-
gime, one must take into account higher order
dispersion due to the bandwidth of femtosecond
pulses and intensity dependent terms such as the
delayed Raman response. With the addition of fi-
ber loss the equation becomes

oA=oZ þ a=2Aþ i=2b2o
2A=oT 2 � 1=6b3o

3A=oT 3

¼ icðjAj2A� TRAojAj2=oT Þ; ð1Þ

where A represents the pulse envelope, Z is the
distance in km, T is the time in femtoseconds, a is
the loss coefficient, b2 and b3 represent the second-
and third-order dispersions, c represents the non-
linear term and TR is the time delayed Raman
response.

To associate the derived equation to the physi-
cal conditions of the experiment, we further
transform Eq. (1) to a dimensionless equation and
use as input parameters to the modified equation
the values of pulsewidth and chirp obtained ex-
perimentally from the reconstructed FROG traces
of the input pulses at various powers. The char-
acteristic distances for dispersion, nonlinear effects
and losses provide a measure of the distance it
takes for these effects to influence pulse propaga-
tion. The parameters used in the calculations are
obtained from the published values for Corning
SMF-28 (b2;3 as a function of wavelength is cal-
culated using D ¼ 0:023=4ðk � k4

0=k
3Þ ps/nm km,

Aeff ¼ 80 lm2 at 1:55 lm and n2 ¼ 3 	 10�20 m2=
W). These quantities are defined as [13] ZDisp2 ¼
2T 2

FWHM=b2, ZDisp3 ¼ 6T 3
FWHM=b3, ZNL ¼ 1=ðcPpeakÞ,

and ZLoss ¼ 2=a. In our case, for an initial pulse
having a duration of 170 fs, and an average power
of 45 mW, the characteristic parameters are
ZDisp2 ¼ 2:83 	 10�3 km, ZDisp3 ¼ 2:86 	 10�2 km,
ZNL ¼ 2:95 	 10�3 km, ZLoss ¼ 22:86 km, ac-
counting for the scaling of the effective area with
wavelength. The experimental results of the char-
acterization of the propagation of the pulse and
the comparison with the NLSE calculations are
illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3. Fig. 2(a) shows the

Fig. 1. Experimental data illustrating the propagation of a soliton. The graph shows (a) reconstructed electric field and (b) temporal

phase profiles for a t ¼ 170 fs, E ¼ 270 pJ pulse propagating in a 90 m fiber link of conventional single-mode optical fiber. The spatial

slices are separated by 10 m. The temporal phase profiles of the individual pulses in (b) have been shifted by a constant to realize the

graph.
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evolution of the pulse duration for increasing
power and the Raman shift in a fixed segment of
fiber having a length of Z ¼ 40 m. As expected, the
initial chirp of the input induces oscillations as the
pulse duration shortens.

Whereas simplistic dispersive wave propagation
can be argued to be the dominant cause of the

oscillations, Nishizawa et al. [14] have shown that
there is a much more complex interplay given the
frequency dependence of a number of parameters
(such as the nonlinear coefficient, the effective area/
mode size, and certainly the dispersion curve
characteristics). Furthermore, the initial chirp of
the pulse plays a critical role in determining the

Fig. 2. Comparison of experimental data and numerical calculations for (a) pulsewidth variation as a function of power and (b)

Raman self-frequency shift for a t ¼ 170 fs pulse propagating through Z ¼ 40 m of single mode fiber. The data points are indicated by

squares in the graph. The simulation results track the experimental data in both cases.

Fig. 3. Experimental intensity and phase profiles obtained from deconvolution of the FROG traces at the output of a Z ¼ 40 m

segment of single mode fiber for increasing power. In the plots, the numerically calculated phase functions obtained from the NLSE

simulations are also plotted. The latter, which are shifted by a constant phase factor k to better compare with the experimentally

obtained data, faithfully reproduce the phase dynamics one over the central portion of the pulse. The flat phase observed for the P ¼
60 MW case is indicative of temporal coherence typical of a self-frequency shifted soliton.
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oscillation frequencies of the pulse as it evolves
towards a soliton [10].

The experimentally detected pulsewidth dy-
namics are in excellent agreement with the nu-
merical predictions. Fig. 2(b) shows the
comparison between the calculated and the ex-
perimental self-frequency shift. In this case the
maximum shift detected for the Z ¼ 40 m link of
conventional SMF-28 fiber, with no polarization
control, is of the order of 100 nm. Theoretical and
experimental findings indicate that there is pro-
portionality between Dm and the square of the
average power P 2 (i.e. Dm / s�4) [14–16]. This re-
lationship is indeed verified for the range of ener-
gies illustrated here.

The interaction of a soliton with dispersive
waves was more realistically modeled by Kuztne-
sov et al. [17], describing the oscillatory nature of
pulse propagation due to the interplay of the sol-
iton with the dispersive waves. This paper de-
scribed oscillations in an integrable case, whereas
our experiments operate in a non-integrable NLSE
regime where agreement between model and ex-
periment should be more difficult. Further confir-
mation of the validity of the model is achieved by
comparison of the calculated temporal phase
function with the experimentally recovered phase
function through FROG. The results of these
simulations, along with the experimental data, are
shown in Fig. 3. In this case, a comparison is
performed between the experimentally observed
phases and the calculated ones for increasing pulse
power in the Z ¼ 40 m case. Again, the experi-
mental results and the calculated ones are in good
agreement, which is especially notable given that
the pulse is undergoing a spectral shift in addition
to experiencing temporal oscillations. The modi-
fied NLSE is capable of tracking the phase varia-
tion while the Raman effect is causing the pulse to
self-frequency shift. The phase functions indicate
that at a particular instant (Fig. 3(d)) a near-flat
phase is observed across the center of the pulse
thus confirming the formation of a temporal soli-
ton. At lower energies the pulse eventually settles
to the predicted asymptotic soliton waveform
[2,18]. At these high intensities, however, the
continuous frequency shift makes the dynamics
more complex, and the flat temporal phase,

signature of a soliton, is observed only for a given
combination of frequency shift and pulse energy.

Validation of the model through the experiment
confirms applicability of the NLSE to accurately
model femtosecond pulse propagation in optical
fibers while the Raman (and other) effect is acting
upon the pulse. We believe this to be a non-trivial
result, given the agreement between theory and
experiment.

In summary, the phase details, obtained
through reconstruction of the FROG traces, have
allowed the observation of a stable flat phase
during propagation of a soliton through a 90 m
fiber link and have enabled the identification
amidst temporal breathing and Raman-shifting of
the propagating pulse, a self-frequency shifted
soliton. The experimental observations are backed
by NLSE calculations that describe the frequency
dependent (amplitude and phase) pulse dynamics
in these experiments. Application of this joint
theoretical and experimental methodologies con-
stitutes an effective tool for the understanding of
physical mechanisms that govern nonlinear pulse
propagation in optical fibers.
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